
Ecovacs WINBOT 920 window
cleaning robot, white

249485

399,00 €

WINBOT 920 delivers sparkling clean windows inside
and out. Thanks to WIN-SLAM 2.0 technology, edge
detection for frameless windows, multiple cleaning
modes and its sleek design, WINBOT 920 works
particularly efficiently. It has a user-friendly voice
assistant and can be easily transported in the new
storage bag.

WIN-SLAM 2.0 Navigation
WIN-SLAM 2.0 technology allows WINBOT 920 to reliably clean flat glass surfaces in a thorough back-and-forth
cleaning path. WINBOT generates a systematic cleaning path that guarantees complete coverage as well as its return
to the starting point.

Anti-Flare Edge Detection Technology
Whether the glass is framed or not, WINBOT 920 detects all edges and intelligently adapts its cleaning process to the
surface. This makes it the ideal household helper in various situations such as cleaning mirrors or conservatories.

Microfibre cleaning cloth
WINBOT 920 uses an improved microfibre cleaning cloth that gives it excellent water absorption, helping to ensure
streak-free clean glass surfaces.

Multiple cleaning modes
The robot's three cleaning modes for window cleaning can be used as needed: Automatic window cleaning (standard),
the thorough deep cleaning (in two different routes) and the intensive spot cleaning mode (for heavy soiling).

Intelligent safety system
WINBOT's multi-level safety concept offers intelligent solutions for all situations, so that even cleaning high windows is
completely safe and uncomplicated.

SRP 399,00 €
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Automatic start and position memory
Once successfully attached to the glass surface, WINBOT 920 automatically starts cleaning the windows and then
returns to the starting point. If the window cleaning is interrupted, WINBOT keeps track and resumes its planned route
after the break.

Intelligent control
The intelligent operating system can be easily controlled via app - you don't need a remote control to clean windows.
WINBOT 920 is ECOVAC's first window cleaning robot with app control and voice assistance. It gives you real-time
information on its status and always stays up to date with over-the-air updates (OTA).

Powerful suction and a carabiner guarantee safety
WINBOT's advanced suction fan attaches it securely to the glass and also provides powerful wiping action to
thoroughly clean your windows. In the unlikely event that the attachment fails, a highly elastic cord and a heavy-duty
carabiner further ensure your safety.

Portable storage bag
This is the first portable storage bag in the WINBOT family. It is easy to store and convenient to carry. Keep your
WINBOT safe at all times.

Box contents

    •  Robot
    •  Power supply
    •  Safety rope
    •  Cleaning cloths (sets) x4
    •  Polishing cloth
    •  User manual
    •  Cleaning solution
    •  Protective storage case

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6970135030002

Manufacturer number: WINBOT 920

Product weight: 3.4 kilograms
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